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Happy New Year
What does this year hold for you?
What is God directing you towards as we
edge forward into this next season?

Hopefully many of you will have
viewed and subscribed to our new
YouTube channel by now.
(Remember by subscribing, which is
free - you can keep up to date with
the latest videos and information).

The most recently added
videos are of Meghan Bell and
Ian Lacy reading their poems
and talking about their
inspiration.
More to come this year!

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVPKWKMUTe3MZoxRmvJfjlg



Proposed Christian Writers' Group for
Lincolnshire

Paula Thwaite who lives near Louth has
been in contact with us. She is planning to
start a group for writers and poets, etc
around the Lincolnshire area. The group
would be affiliated to Association of Christian
Writers and would have the aim of sharing,
supporting and encouraging one another.
(You would not be required to join ACW).
Paula is planning later in the month for a
Zoom meeting to discuss this further, which
will be about locations, frequency of
meetings, etc. We will let you know when
this will be.
If you are interested in this at this stage then
please get back to us and we will pass on
your contact details.



An Exhibition in Germany with a
difference

A smalll group of Artists put together an exhibition of 105 hopeful,
joyful and life giving paintings in a surgery and day clinic for cancer
and diabetes patients in Aschaffenburg, Germany. They are in the
corridors, treatment rooms and the offices.
The paintings are literally singing life, hope, strength and healing and
are making such a difference.

Does this give you any ideas?



Some things to think about

The good news is, it’s never too late to pursue your
dreams! Surround yourself with those who encourage,
love, and support you. You’ll find lots of people who will
tell you that you can’t, as well as those who will say you
can. They are both right, but who will you choose to
believe?” (Michael Shane Neal - Chairman of The Portrait
Society of America)

I look; morning to night I am never done
with looking.

Looking I mean not just standing around, but
standing around as though with your arms

wide open.
(Mary Oliver)



Meanwhile in Cyprus .....

Joern Lange exhibits his latest prophetic paintings
He is the author of two books on prophetic painting. "Intercession through
Creative Expression" and "Biblical foundations of Prophetic Art".



Faldingworth Art Zone

One art group became two. In November we started an evening
group in addition to the daytime group. Both groups are
flourishing as they explore art and have fun together.



We plan to reinstate the drop in sessions and will send out
some dates at the end of the month.

Let's all keep listening and creating!

We would love to see what you are doing. Please send us
pictures!

If you have any questions or comments please contact us.

Love and Blessings
John and Val


